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INTRODUCTION
 This marketing plan is specific to the marketing of Live

Horseracing events, and represents only the first step
toward a coordinated, cohesive and effective year-round
marketing effort including activities and services .

 Additionally, this marketing plan also represents the
first step in a multi-year marketing effort for growth in
attendance and participation.

 Clearly, there are many opportunities to grow in both
participation and attendance. A clear, coordinated and
cohesive message, emphasis on communitycohesive message, emphasis on community
programming and all entertainment included in the
price of admission, and the demand for affordable
entertainment positions the “Racetrack” well.
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GOALS

In order to ensure a

 The multi-faceted nature of
the game appeals to fans
who are enthralled by the
sport, engaged in the
intellectual pursuit of
handicapping, and drawn to
the entertainment of
wagering – oftentimes all ofIn order to ensure a

prosperous future for the
game we love, we must
capture the entire horse
racing experience and
educate the next
generation of race-goers
about how to enjoy that
experience in a way that’s
fun, easy to understand,
and convenient for them to
consume.

Our marketing, promotions,
and publicity should
express our passion for
each and every aspect of
the horse racing
experience, and the need to
share it with others.

wagering – oftentimes all of
the above.

 Potential customers may
include those drawn to
sports, intellectual challenge,
and/or gaming, thus all
aspects must be considered.

 For our efforts to be effective
in spreading passion and
participation in the game,
they must prompt our
audience to do the following:

Learn. Experience. Share.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
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TARGET MARKET

 By its nature the “Racetrack” product,
regardless of its location, should provide
a wide variety of activities and elements
that offer “something for everyone” from
toddlers to seniors, and to a wide variety
of cultures, interests, tastes, and
lifestyles.

 Taking marketing resources into Taking marketing resources into
consideration, it becomes necessary to
define more targeted audiences of those
most likely to attend Horseracing.

 By focusing efforts to reach these more
targeted audiences in ways that employ
an all-inclusive message, in multiple and
overlapping outlets, the “Racetrack”
benefits from also reaching the broadest
possible desirable audience.
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TARGET MARKET
 When considering its

target audiences, the
“Racetrack” considers
these primary factors:

 Programmatic: core
components of the
overall “Racetrack”
product that compel
desirable audiences to
attend (including but
not limited to, and in no

 Demographic: primary
desirable audiences who
are most likely to want to
attend.

 Horseracing Target
Audience: Ages 21-65,
with, less than $100,000
household income.

 Geographic: the
population with anot limited to, and in no

particular order):
 Overall Racetrack

experience
 Variety of activities
 Entertainment including

live performances
 Wagering
 Food & Drinks
 Innovative consumer

advertising & services

Geographic: the
population with a
community connection to
the “Racetrack”), and the
population within a
commutable connection
to the “Racetrack” (i.e. a
reasonable boat or plane
trip to neighboring
islands).Draf
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STRENGTHS

The “Racetrack” has many
strengths that make it a
competitive and desirable
event with respect to
attendance and participation
including:

 Longevity as a tradition that is
part of Virgin Islands culture.

 A broad mixture of activities
desirable to an equally broad
audience of ages, cultures,
interests, lifestyles and tastes

 Exceptional value for the

The “Racetrack” is not
without its challenges and
must be diligent in working to
overcome them including:

 Aging facilities.
 Uncertainty and

misinformation regarding
horseracing, sending an
unintentional message of lack
of value.

 Limited financial resources
driven by the public’s desire
and expectation of
affordability, and the

DISADVANTAGES

STRENGTHS VS. DISADVANTAGES

 Exceptional value for the
price, particularly when
comparing to the Racetrack’s
scope of activities for one
price of admission with similar
activities when priced
separately

 Convenience, both in terms of
closeness and including
multiple activities offered as
part of a single event.

 Location with respect to
parking, visibility, and access.

affordability, and the
Racetrack’s desire to balance
affordability and value with
financial stability.

 Declining and shrinking
horseracing opportunities and
profitability.

 Limited permanent staff and
extensive use of very
temporary, short duration
personnel.Draf
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 Economic Factors: Clearly, the most
talked about factor with respect to
today’s “marketing environment” is the
economy. All parts of society are
feeling the effects of difficult financial
times.

 Struggling to meet the basic needs of
their families, struggling to keep their
homes, struggling to keep their jobs,
struggling to survive.

 Most are sacrificing luxuries like travel,
vacations, entertainment, eating out,

MARKETING ENVIRONMENT

vacations, entertainment, eating out,
and making any major purchases.

 Horseracing is not immune from the
effects of a struggling economy, any
more than any other industry.

 In many cases sponsorships and
advertising at the races by local,
regional and national companies that
underwrite rising event costs and keep
attending affordable, have less
marketing resources to invest in
participation.

 Consumers that do attend are often
spending less, opting for smaller and
less expensive food, beverage, and
commercial products, and taking
advantage of value-added discounts.
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STRATEGIC ANALYSIS
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 Image is everything. Successful marketing strategies
must focus more on what we ultimately want our image
to be, rather than to what degree it already is or isn’t.

 The image of the “racetrack” that is most desirable and
marketable is defined in the following statements of
affirmative objectives:

 The “Racetrack” is a safe, fun, clean, multi-cultural, and
multi-generational, island wide event that is engaging,
entertaining and informative.

MARKETING STRATEGIES

 The “Racetrack” delivers a high standard of socially
relevant, contemporary experiences, balances with
traditional programming focusing on sports, culture,
and community.

 The perception of the “Racetrack” by St. Croix locals
and neighboring islands is one of pride, confidence,
and a sense of ownership, which stimulates
attendance, and participation.
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 Image is everything. Successful marketing strategies must focus
more on what we ultimately want our image to be, rather than to
what degree it already is or isn’t.

 The image of the “racetrack” that is most desirable and
marketable is defined in the following statements of affirmative
objectives:

 The “Racetrack” is a safe, fun, clean, multi-cultural, and multi-

BRAND IDENTITY

 The “Racetrack” is a safe, fun, clean, multi-cultural, and multi-
generational, island wide event that is engaging, entertaining and
informative.

 The “Racetrack” delivers a high standard of socially relevant,
contemporary experiences, balances with traditional
programming focusing on sports, agriculture, and community.

 The perception of the “Racetrack” by St. Croix locals and
neighboring islands is one of pride, confidence, and a sense of
ownership, which stimulates attendance, participation,
volunteerism and partnership.

Features the “Racetrack” will emphasize:

 The best family entertainment value of the year

 Educate horse racing enthusiasts on racing terminology
and wagering

 Kids Corral (children activities & games for all ages)
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Suggested Ticketing:

 Adults

 Seniors (special Senior Citizen ticketing 65+)

 Children

 Kids Corral All-Inclusive Wristbands: same price as
adult ticket(includes admission & unlimited game

PRICING

adult ticket(includes admission & unlimited game
activities)

 Kids Corral Pay per Activity: $2

Other suggestions:

 Special Transportation arranged for seniors from Senior
Citizen Housing Communities by VITRAN or chartered
shuttle.

 Pre-Sale Ticketing that could be provided with the
creation of a website & PayPal. (Fans would later pick
up tickets at a will call line-that would also serve as a
special express line at the gate).
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Main messages we wish to convey:

 Horse racing tradition is alive!
 Best family entertainment value of the year!
 Value! Value! Value!

Given that our objectives are “Racetrack" attendance
and participation, which will require massive
frequency to our specific demographic group to stand
out from the array of other summer activities for

ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONS

out from the array of other summer activities for
families, along with our limited budget, we believe all
methods of advertising are necessary.

Additionally, promotional material including flyers, a
press kit, and possibly a blog or website would be
fundamental for advertising and public relations
purposes. Draf
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MARKETING CAMPAIGN

Effective marketing can be best achieved using the following
advertising/promotion routes:

 Radio
 WSTX AM, Mongoose 104.9, The Reef 103.5, Latino 98, Isle 95, Sunny

99.5
 Cable TV

 Commercial Advertising
 Print

 St. Croix Avis, Daily News
 Online Media

 The St. Croix/St. Thomas Source, 340pm.com,GotoStCroix.com,
StCkroixLime.com, & CaribVue.com

 The St. Croix/St. Thomas Source, 340pm.com,GotoStCroix.com,
StCkroixLime.com, & CaribVue.com

 Text Marketing Campaign
 Social Networking : Facebook & Twitter (to engage Racing fans)
 Video Sharing: YouTube & Vimeo Channels for TraxCo
 Website: TraxCo.com or similar domain with content that includes:

- General Information (Contact, Management, Racing Dates, Event & Ticketing
Information)

- Information on Horses, Owners, and Jockeys
- What to look for in the paddock
- Get inside the minds of the trainers
- What to watch for during the race
- The language of the track (racing terminology)
- How to place bets
- Video Archives of past races
- Advertising space (for additional revenue).
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KIDS CORRAL

 Many parents
encourage the
horseracing tradition
from a very young age
as their attendance
usually requires
bringing the kids
along.

 To promote
horseracing as

 The Kids Corral would
include :
 Bounce Houses
 Video Game Tournaments
 Pony Rides
 Foot Races
 Sack Race

MARKETING IDEAS

To promote
horseracing as
entertainment for the
entire family we
proposed the following
ideas to increase not
only revenue but also
family participation.

Sack Race
 Horseshoe Toss
 Rock Climbing Wall
 Face Painting
 Popcorn
 Cotton Candy

Game winners would be
eligible for toys or small
cash prizes.

Sun Stroke would provide
staff to operate additional
activities such as Kid’s
Corral & Ladies Hat
Contest (Sponsored
Advertising).
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KID’S CORRAL ACTIVITIES
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SPONSORED ADVERTISING

 Currently we are dealing
with unsolicited
advertisement requests by
local promoters that attend
horseracing activities.
 To combat this we propose

the sale of live
announcements in
between post times.

 Banner Placement
garnered via Sun Stroke
Promotions.

MARKETING IDEAS

Promotions.

 Banner advertising for
various businesses on
inner track lawn, fencing &
bleachers.

 Raffle giveaways marketed
via Mobile Marketing
program.

 Horse Racing Trivia to
engage fans that includes
racing terminology, track
language, and wagering
terms.

 Also, a sponsored Hat
Contest for the ladies.
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MOBILE MARKETING

 This method of advertising is currently not being
utilized in the islands.

 We believe that direct marketing to consumers
via an opt-in text messaging program would
create a database of loyal horseracing patrons.

 The mobile marketing would be operated by
Sun Stroke Promotions in the following way:

 All “Racetrack” advertising would include a
short code to text a keyword (i.e. Text TRAXCO to
84444) to enter a contest for a TV etc.

 Such promotions could be co-sponsored by

MARKETING IDEAS

 Such promotions could be co-sponsored by
another business such as K-Mart

 Texters would opt-in to our database and in the
future we would distribute TRAXCO specific
advertising or other promotions .

 Interested advertisers would pay a monthly fee
for an allotted # of messages per keyword to
the database

 Incoming and outcoming messages to the short
code would be charged in addition to the
monthly rate.

 Sun Stroke is willing to offer the first campaign
at no charge to create the database.
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IT’S TIME TO
STEP OUTSIDE THE BOX

& REALLY SHAKE THINGS UP!!!
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